Testimonials for Briefed Data Protection Compliance Bundle

"We have found the Data Protection Bundle extremely useful. It has highlighted unexpected
issues and provoked discussion about existing and potential ways of managing the risks in
this fast-developing area. We have changed aspects of the ways in which we protect client
data as a result."
William McCormick QC, Head of Chambers, Ely Place Chambers

“A recent letter of instruction from a firm of solicitors intimated that the firm may require to
audit my data protection procedures. This has prompted me to take a much closer look at
my legal obligations and my compliance. I have found the Briefed Data Protection
Compliance Bundle easy to use and highly instructive. As a result, I am in the process of
revising my own work methods to improve my compliance. The Bundle gives practical
examples that make the guidance easy to follow and to adapt to practice at the Scottish Bar.
I would recommend it to anyone who, like me, requires a speedy and practical helping
hand.”
Gerry Moynihan QC Axiom Advocates, Edinburgh

“Briefed’s Data Protection Compliance Bundle provides practical and real-world advice and
guidance for barristers and their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998. the
structure of the course enables you to undertake it at your own pace and provides real foodfor-thought, highlighting areas of risk and getting you to identify steps you can take mitigate
those risks. It was three-hours of my time well spent giving me a much better understanding
and appreciation of the risk we as barristers face when dealing with data protection issues
and the huge consequences for those found wanting. I feel more confident in my data
protection having done it”
Michael Salter, Barrister, Ely Place Chambers

” I thought that I had a good understanding of the Data Protection Act and the changes that
the GDPR will bring.
Well, I now know that my knowledge was superficial and I hadn’t even scratched the surface.
This training package is a valuable tool and chambers should use it. I wholeheartedly
recommend it.”
Wendy Holmes, Administration Manager, Monckton Chambers

I found the GDPR & Data Protection Awareness Course well written and easy to navigate.
Being able to stop and start at any point meant that the course could be completed over
several days without disrupting the normal day to day routine in chambers. The assessment
questions at the end of the course served to reinforce the training. The ability to revisit the
course at any point during the next 12 months is invaluable, providing a reliable reference
source for any queries that may arise.

Jacky Chase, Chambers Administrator, 25 Bedford Row

“The ‘Briefed’ clerks’ online training was highly informative and provided some new, vital,
and valuable information. This is a training tool unavailable anywhere else, and in my view,
is essential for all chambers’ staff”
Steve Clark, Chambers Director, Magdalen Chambers

